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Abstract
Solutions of Chaplygin's equat ion with y =3 for the initial value problem with
analytic initial data on the vacuum line are used as a basis for a classification of
vacuum points. Three typos of vacuum points are distinguished: (i) points of the
generation type, (ii) points of the r eflection type, (iii ) vacuum limit points. A vacuum
limit point may either lie on a supersonic limit line or be isolated .
It is conjectured that a Li ou ville theorem for compressible po tential flows exist s,
stating that the uniform flow is the only com pressible poten tial flow free of limit
lines and vacuum reflection lines throughout the entire flow plane.
1. Introduction
It is well known that the st ruct ur e of steady two-dimensional potential
flow of an incompressible gas becomes clearly transparent as a result of
its connection to the concept of the analytic function of a complex variable.
For such flows the velo city potential and the stream function are con-
jugated harmonic functions, namely the real and imaginary part of the
complex potential, which is an analytic function of the variable in the
plane of flow, considered as a complex plane. Characteristic for an analytic
function is its strong coherence. This finds typical expression in the ex-
istence of Liouville's theorem, which states that the only function, analytic
in the complete complex plane (including the point at infinity) is a con-
stant. The uniform flow is then the only solution free of singularities
throughout the entire flow plane.
In the case of steady two-dimensional potential flow of a compressible
gas the same strong coherence occurs if the flow is subsonic. A subsonic
potential gas flow cannot be changed in some part of the flow domain
without changing it everywhere [1, p. 40]. Similarly, it can be shown for
an adiabatic gas that every subsonic flow occupying the whole plane is
necessarily uniform [1, p. 60]. This would probably lead to the conclusion
that every non-uniform compressible flow if extended far enough in the
flow plane would contain supersonic regions. The search for a generalization
of Liouville's theorem to compressible gas flows in the sense that the
uniform flow is the only compressible flow solution free of singularities
throughout the entire flow plane would then foeuss attention on supersonic
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regions and singularities at the boundaries of these regions or therein.
The existence of such a generalized Liouville theorem is made plausible
by the consideration that it is possible to regard incompressible flow as a
limiting case of compressible flow, when the speed of sound in some refer-
ence point of the flow field is made arbitrarily large.
At first glance the coherence in a supersonic region of a compressible
potential flow may appear very weak when compared to subsonic flow.
For hyperbolic equations a natural problem is the Cauchy problem, the
solution of which, if it exists, is known to be uniquely determined only
in a restricted neighbourhood of the loci carrying the initial data. If no
extended data are given any continuation beyond this restricted region
must therefore be utterly non-unique. This does not mean, however, that
useful statements about hyperbolic continuation cannot be anticipated [2].
In fact the study of all possible continuations beyond a region where the
solution is uniquely determined by the initial data leads to the theorem
that the uniform flow is the only solution which is strictly supersonic
and free of limit lines throughout the entire flow plane. This supersonic
Liouville theorem was first formulated by MEYER [2]. In the similar case
of one-dimensional motion of a gas of very general equation of state a
theorem of this type has been given by LUDFORD [3] and MEYER [4].
In [4] MEYER gives a generalization and a new proof for Ludford's theorem
that any nontrivial solution possesses limit points if it is continued far
enough in the flow plane. For this proof Meyer first removes the limitations
of the classical existence theory through introduction of the concept of a
"formal solution", which exists on the maximum domain of uniqueness
and is allowed to contain limit lines. Then certain monotoneity properties
of wave propagation are used to show the theorem. Using the same method
a proof of the supersonic Liouville theorem may be given.
In view of a generalization of Liouville's theorem to compressible po-
tential flow the supersonic Liouville theorem should now not be considered
as a mere analogue to the Liouville theorem of function theory, and limit
lines not as mere analogues to the singularities which define the structure
of potential flow of an incompressible gas, but rather as a generalization
thereof. Apart from how the limiting process from supersonic to incom-
pressible flow may be accomplished, the question arises whether the super-
sonic Liouville theorem also remains valid for supersonic regions in a
compressible flow which is not strictly supersonic.
Now if the Mach number in the flow remains bounded, so that the pres-
sure remains bounded away from vacuum, but sonic lines are permitted
as boundary lines of supersonic regions this question can probably be
answered in the affirmative. A definite proof of this statement has yet
to be given, but seems possible since the key argumentation would be
contained in the proof of the strictly supersonic case. If the Mach number
becomes unbounded at points infinitely far away in the flow plane the
same argumentation can be used. Examples of such flows are the Ringleb
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flow, the compressible source flow and flows containing sonic limit points
as given by LUDFORD and SCHOT [5]. They all contain limit lines.
Due to the fact that in practical aerodynamics potential flows with
vacuum lines are of little importance they have attracted little attention
so far. As a result the only known flow exhibiting points not lying at
infinity, and where the Mach number becomes unbounded is the potential
vortex flow. This flow does not contain limit lines. Furthermore it has
in common with uniform flow that the speed and pressure are constant
along the streamlines, so that the compressibility of the gas does not
seem to be a decisive factor in the structure of these flows. Does this
feature also isolate these flows in the sense that they are the only flows
without limit lines? This and similar questions regarding the significance
of vacuum points in relation to a Liouville theorem seems to make it
worthwile to give a classification of these points with regard to their role
in the wave structure of a compressible gas flow. This is done in this paper.
For the sake of simplicity we shall restrict ourselves to the case of a perfect
gas with a ratio of the specific heats y equal to 3. This restriction is not
believed to be essential for the questions to be studied. Moreover it will
not be difficult to see that several results in this paper can readily be
extended to other values of y.
At the end of the paper the discussion on the possibility of a Liouville
theorem for compressible potential flow is continued in the light of this
classification.
2. A classification of vacuum points for Ohaplygin's equation with y = :3.
Since Chaplygin's equation is parabolic at the vacuum line and the
hodograph characteristics are tangent to this line it is more than likely
that the Cauchy problem with Cauchy data on the vacuum line is not a
proper problem. A guide to the behaviour of solutions near the vacuum
line can be found in the solutions of an equation, which approximates
Chaplygin's equation near that line. In l6] this approximating equation
is given and a study of its solutions in the hyperbolic region is made.
In order to obtain a firm basis for a classification, however, it is desirable
to dispose of existence and uniqueness theorems for initial value problems
with initial values given on a singular parabolic line. Such problems have
been studied by S. A. TERSENoF [7]. Since this work contains some errors
an improved and somewhat different treatment for the special case of
present interest was given by REYN in [8]. The following theorem proved
in [8] is of interest.
Theorem. Let r(O), v(O) be analytic functions given on the segment
AB of the vacuum line, AO and BO the characteristics through the end
points A and B of AB, intersecting each other at 0: then there exists a
unique solution of Chaplygin's equation with y = 3.
(1)
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defined in the characteristic triangle ABC and satisfying the initial con-
ditions
(2)
(3)
lim 'P(q, 0) = r(O)
q--+l
limHl-q)-![ _'flq(q, 0) l-r"(0)]=1'(0).
q-l
This solution can be written as
(4) 'P(q, 0)~ 'JI1(q, 0) + 'JI2(q, 0)(1 - q)3/2
where 'JI1(q, 0), 'JI2(q, 0) are functions, analytic in the characteristic triangle
ABC and on the segment AB of the vacuumline, whereas 'P1(q, 0) and
'P2(q, 0) are dependent only on r(O) and 1'(0) respectively.
Furthermore
(5)
(6)
lim 'P1(q, 0) = T(O)
q--+ 1
lim 'P2(q, 0) = v(O)
q--+ 1
and 'JI1(q, 0) c:': 0 if and only if r(O) 0= 0, 1[f2(q, 0) -- °if and only if 1'(0) ~.~ O.
Of main interest for the present investigation will be the behaviour near
vacuum points of the Jacobian determinant for the transformation from
the hodograph plane to the physical plane. For example from [9] we
obtain:
(7) J = C'J(x, y) = __1_ [ 2 ':P 2_ (M~-I)':P2]C'J(q, 0) e2q3 q q 0
where for y = 3
(8)
and
(9)
M=~1- q2
so that for y =:3 it follows that the Jacobian may be written as
(10)
It is convenient to introduce the functions
(11)
so that
(12) J = _q-3J+J-
and the functions
(13)
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+ f .2.. [qlJ'q cos 0 - IJ'o sin 0] dO
A eq
(14)
The mapping onto the physical plane is given by [9]:
XB = XA + f .2.. [-lJ'q sin 0+ M2- 11J'o cos oJ dq+
A eq q
(15)
.2.. [lJ'q cos 0 + M2 - 1 IJ'o sin oJ dq +
eq q
+ f .2.. [qlJ'q sin 0+ IJ'o cos OJ dO
A eq
or with eqs. (8) and (9):
(16) l BXB = XA + S q-l (1_ q2)-i [ -lJ'q sin O+q-l (2q2-1) .. (1- '1')-'~, co, O]dq +j or' (1 - q')-l [qg', co, 0 - 'P, 'in 0]dO
)
B
YB = YA + S q-l (1-q2)-i[lJ'q cos O+q-l (2q2-1).
(17) A B
. (1- q2)-1IJ'o sin O]dq +1q-l(l- q2)-i[qlJ'q sin 0+ IJ'o cos 0] dO.
The classification will distinguish three cases, corresponding to those so-
lutions of the initial value problem for which on some interval of the
vacuum line
(i) .(0) =f=. constant, v(O) - 0
(ii) .(0) constant, v(O) =f=. 0
(iii) .(0) =f=. constant, v(O) =f=. 0
A point on the vacuum line can be chosen without loss of generality to
lie in 0 = O. This will be done throughout the present paper and this point
will be indicated by P.
2.1. The case i(O) =f=. constant, v(O) - o.
We distinguish between i'(0h~' 0 and i' (0) = o.
Theorem 1. If i'(O)#O then J --+ oo in P independent of the way
of approach to P. An interval on the vacuum line containing P consists
entirely of points for which J --+ oo. In a neighbourhood q< 1 of this
interval J> o. There is one and only one streamline through P; this
streamline intersects the vacuum line under an angle different from zero.
In the physical plane P is mapped to infinity.
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n=2, 4, ...
(i) lJf1 (1,0)=0 for k <tna•• a 6 •• 6
------
k
(ii) lJf1 (1,0)=0 for O<p <tn, !n +p :>a;;;.2p + 1a•• a 6 •• 6
------a
-------1n+1>
(iii) lJf1 (1,0) =T2(n,p)r(n)(0) for O<p <!n,a•• Q 6 •• 8
------2p
-------1n+1>
where T 2(n , p) of0 is a given function.
Proof. The proof follows from differentiation of Chaplygin's equation
(1) and can be found in [10].
Remark. It is of importance to remark that the lemma remains un-
changed if eq. (1) is replaced by
(22)
Let
(23)
then eq. (22) becomes:
(24)
2(1-q)lfIqq - lJf66 + lJfq = O.
x =(J, y=! (q-l)
Solutions of eq. (24) are given by REYN [6] and TERSENoF [7].
Theorem 2. If r '(O)= 0 then P is a point of a supersonic limit line.
An interval on the vacuum line punctured in P consists entirely of points
for which J -+ oo, Let r'(O)=r"(O)= ... = r (n- l) (O) = Oand r(n)(o) of 0, then
for
n =3, 5, ...
there is both for 0>°and (J < °at least one limit line through P in
between the vacuum line and the characteristics through P and at least
one limit line through P, tangent to the vacuum line with a finite curva-
ture, but having a stronger curvature than the characteristics at P. There
are no other limit lines through P. The hodograph streamline consists of
three parts. The first part intersects the vacuum line through an angle
different from zero . Of the two remaining parts one exists for () < 0, the
other for (J > 0; they both are tangent to the vacuum line and lie between
the vacuum line and the characteristics through P.
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n=2, 4, ...
there is both for e> 0 and e< 0 at least one limit line through P between
the vacuum line and the characteristics through P, except possibly for
n=2; in this case the limit line(s) for both e>o and e<o is (are) tangent
to the vacuum line and in P has (have) a curvature equal to the ourveture
of the characteristics at P.
There are no other limit lines through P.
The hodograph streamline exists for e< 0 and e> 0 and lies between
the vacuum line and the characteristics through P, except possibly for
n = 2; in this case the streamline in P has a curvature equal to that of the
characteristics through P.
Proof. Since T(e) in a neighbourhood of P is an analytic function not
identically constant, then T'(e) cF 0 in a neighbourhood of P with P ex-
cluded. Theorem 1 applies to these points on the punctured interval of
the vacuum line around P. Therefore J --+ 00 in these points.
We will now show that if P is a point on a supersonic limit line, this
supersonic limit line cannot intersect the vacuum line at an angle different
from zero, but must be tangent to the vacuum line and have a finite
curvature in P. For this purpose we consider the behaviour of the Jacobian
on the lines m(q-I)=e, -oo<m<oo, q<I and on the curves q-I=p*
IfJlk, -oo<p*<O, I<k<2, q<l.
Let T'(O)=T"(O)= ... =T(n-I)(O)=O and T(n)(o)cFO with n=3, 5, .... Then
the leading term for the function G± on these lines and curves, using
eq. (13) and lemma 1 may be shown to be
(25) G±= ± II, PI (1, O)(q-I)!ln-l) = ±AI (q_I)i(n-l)b(n+ 1)]. q •• q&
'--'"!(,,+1)
where AIcFO. Using eqs. (11), (12), (13) it then follows for the leading
term in the Jacobian
(26) J =! Ai(q-I)n-a
Therefore J> 0 for q < 1 in a neighbourhood of P on curves not tangent to
the vacuum line with a finite curvature at P.
Similarly if n = 2, 4, ... the leading term in G± on these curves, may
be shown to be given by
(27)
where BIcFO. Using eqs. (11), (12), (13) it then follows for the leading
term in the Jacobian
(28)
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Therefore J < 0 for q< 1 in a neighbourhood of P on curves not tangent to
the vacuum line with a finite curvature at P.
We now investigate the behaviour of the leading term of the Jacobian
on the parabolic curves V-l(q-l)=pO, --oo<p<oo, q< 1. We therefore
reconsider the functions G±. From lemma 1 it follows that the sum of
the leading terms in the Taylor expansion of G± on these parabolas is a
multiple of r<nl(O). Bearing in mind the remark made after lemma 1 it
may be clear that the same leading term for G± also appears if eg. (24)
is used and K±, where
(29)
is expanded on the parabolas V-y=px, -s co-c p-c co, y<O.
Moreover these leading terms are the same for all solutions of eg. (24)
with the same value of r(nl(O) io 0, while r'(O) = r"(O) = ... = r(n-l)(O) = o.
We therefore choose r(x)=,xxn and take the solution of eq. (24) corre-
sponding to this initial value and v(x) =- 0 from [6].
From [6] eq. (43) or (46) we derive for arbitrary r(x):
(30)
thus
(31)
(32)
~ lJI(x, y) = !r(x- 2V-y) + ~r(x+ 2V~) -+- V-y.
( . [r'(x-2V-y)-r'(x+2V-y)]
~ lJI:x(x, y)=!r'(x- 21/ -y) + h'(x-+- 2V-y) +V -y.
( . [r"(x-2V -y) -r"(x+ 2V-y)]
so that the leading term in the expansion for K ± on the parabolas
V-y=px, -oo<p<oo, y<O for r=,xxn with eqs. (29), (31), (32) reads:
(33)
where
K±= ±!,xnxn-1 f(± p; n)
(34) f(p; n) = {I + 2p(2n- 3)}(1- 2p)n-Z+ (1 + 2p)n-l.
From eqs. (12), (13), (33) then follows for the leading term of the Jacobian:
(35)
The function f (p; n) is zero if
(36) -1- 2p(2n- 3) = (1 t- 2P)n-2.1+2p 1-2p
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Let
(37)
then eq. (36) becomes
(38)
1+2p
x -=--
1-2p
- x n- 1 - (n-l)x +n - 2 -'" O.
n-2
Let n ~3,5, . . . then eq. (38) has two real roots, one for O<x<-- <l
n-l
and one for -OO <;1~ < -1. Correspondingly , the fun ction I(p; n) has two
zeros ; one for - ~ <p <O and one for p >t. Moreover I(-!; n) <O ,
1(0; n)=2, I( -L n»O. The qualitative behaviour of I(p; n) may now be
sket ched and used to derive from eq. (35) a qualitative sketch for the
leading term of the Jacobian. This sketch is given in fig. lao The charac-
teristics correspond to p = ± ! _Since J is a continuous function we now
arrive at the conclusions mentioned in the theorem.
J
-'t-_--+--+---lt--_-~p
11=3 .5 . . ..
(a)
J
( b)
11=2
11= 4.6 . .. .
Fig. 1. Behaviour o f the Jacobian III a vacuum lim it point T'( O)=O{l'(6) "" O}.
n-2
Let n ~ 2, 4, ... then eq. (51) has one real root, namely for 0 < x < -- < 1
n-1
if n > 2 and x ~ 0 if n = 2. Correspondingly the function I(p; n) has one zero,
namely for -l <p <O ifn >2 andp= -~ ifn~2. Moreover 1(-Ln) <O
if n >2, I(-!; 2) -0,/(0; n)=2, I(t; n»O. The qualitative behaviour of
I(p; n) and the .Iacobian may again be derived (see fig. Ib), The theorem
then follows.
The statement with regard to the hodograph streamline is proved in [10].
2.2. The case r(8) :" constant , v(O) ¥=- O.
We distinguish between v(O) I- 0 and v(O) = O.
Theorem 3. If v(O) l' 0, then J < 0 in a neighbourhood q <;;; I of P.
The hodograph streamline through P coincides with the vacuum line.
In the physical plane a finite neighbourhood of P is mapped into a finite
9 Indagationes
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area, and the flow is on the convex side of the vacuum (stream) line
through P. Any analytic curve without inflection in the physical plane
can be a vacuum line, consisting of vacuum points of the type belonging
to the initial value problem with «0) - constant.
Proof. Since «0) constant implies 'PI constant e c, eq. (4) shows
that
(39) 'P(q, 0) = c+ 'P2(q, 0)(1-q)3/2
where 'P2(q, 0) is determined in its entirety by y(O). With eq. (10) it then
follows for the Jacobian
(40) ~J= q3(1-=-lq2)2[q2(1-q2){£(1-q)'P~+(I-q)3'P2q-
~ - 3(1- q)2 'P2 'P2q}+ (1- 2q2)(1 - q)3 'P~6]
so in P
(41) J = -i y2(0)<0.
Because of the continuity of J, J <0 in a neighbourhood q< 1 of P.
From eq. (39) it follows that the hodograph streamline 'P=c through P
coincides with the vacuum line. For a neighbourhood q< 1 of an interval
of the vacuum line on which Plies, eq. (39) shows that 'Pi=c.
The mapping onto the physical plane is found by eqs. (39), (16), (17)
to be given by
B
XB= XA + S[!q-l (1 +q)-i 'P2 sin 0 +q-2 (2q2-1)(1 +q)-3/2 .
A
B
(42) . 'P26 cos O-q-I(I+q)-i(I-q) 'P2q sin O]dq+ S[-!(I+q)-i.
A
. 'P2cos O-q-I (1 +q)-i(I-q) 'P26 sin 0+ (1 +q)-i (I-q) 'P2qcos 0] dO
(43)
. B
\ YB~YA 4 j[ - !q-'(I +q)-l '1', "0' O+q-'(l+q)"'''(2q'-I)·
1.'1'" Sio:+q-' (1+ q)-l (I-q) '1'" "0' OJ dq+1[-i (1.,-q)-l '1', sin 0+
\ +q-l (1+q)-i (I-q) 'P26 cos 0 + (I-q)(1 +q)-i 'P2q sin 0] dO.
Let us assume that a point A (qA < 1) is mapped onto some finite point
in the physical plane and that qs = 1; therefore B is on the vacuum line.
Because the integrals in eqs. (42) and (43) converge, the image point of B
in the physical plane is a finite point.
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For the shape of the vacuum line in the physical plane it follows from
eqs. (42) and (43):
(44)
(45)
8
x=xo-!V2 S v(8) cos 8d8
80
o
y = yo- !V2 S v(8) sin 8d8.
80
The mapping from the hodograph to the physical plane is regular. For
a point on the vacuum line, according to eqs. (42) and (43), there is
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
~: =! V2 v(8) sin 8+ 1- V2 v'(8) cos 8
~: = - i V2 v(8) cos 8
~~ = - i V2 v(8) cos 8 + 1- V2 v'(8) sin 8
~~ = - i V2 v(8) sin 8.
(50)
In the physical plane the slope of the vacuum (stream) line is given by
(~~)q~l = tan 0
so that with eq. (47) it follows
(51) 1
- iV2 v(O) cos3 0
and the radius of curvature of the vacuum line is equal to
(52) R= [1 +y'2]3/2 = -lV2v(8) cos
38
=-.aV2v(8).
y" cos38 4
Therefore given a curve in the physical plane, without inflection (R =1= 0, ex::»,
R(8) is determined, and according to eq. (52) v(8). The solution of the
initial value problem is thereby uniquely determined.
Now consider as in fig. 2 a streamline with its convex side in P on
the positive side of the y-axis. According to eqs. (47) and (49), v(e) must
then be positive. From eq. (48) it then follows that ~~ (0)<0 thus the
flow is on the convex side of the stream line. A similar reasoning applies
if a streamline in P has its concave side to the positive y-axis.
For the case v(O) = 0 it is necessary to prepare a lemma.
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y
--f"~--+-"'" P
A B
x
Fig. 2. Mapping in a vacuum point v(O) 7'= O{T(8) == c},
Lemma 2. Let v(O)=v'(O) = ... =v(n-l}(O) =O and v(n}(o)¥o, then for
n =l, 3, 5, ...
(i) 'P2 (1,0)=0 for k <t{n+l)q • • 'I 0 •• 8
<c:>
k
(ii) 'P2 (1,0)=0 for 0 ,,;;;p .,;;;i-(n+l), t{n+l)+p >a>2p +2
'1" '10 •• 0
'---'
a
--------tln+ll+v
(iii) 'P2 (I ,O)=N1(n,p)v(n)(0) for O.,;;;p <!(n-l),q •• q 0 •• 0
'---'
211+1
--------
,(n+ll+1>
where N1(n, p) =1= °is a g, \' ~n function.
n=2,4, ..•
(i) 'P2 (1,0) =0 for k<!nq •• q Q•• O
<c:>
k
(ii) 'P2 (1,0)=0 for o.,;;;p < !n, tn+p >a>2p+l
'1.. '1 0 •• 8
'---'
a
-------'''+11
(iii) 'P
2
(1, O)=N2(n ,p)v<nJ(O) for O.,;;;p .,;;; !n,
'1•• '1 0 •• 0
'---'
211
-------.n+lI
where N 2( 11" p} =1=°is a given function.
Proof. From eqs . (1) and (39) it follows that 'P2(q, 0) satisfies the
differential equation:
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The proof of lemma 2 then follows in a similar manner as in lemma I
from differentiation of eq. (53) and can be found in [10].
Remark. As has been said in the remarks on lemma I, we can state
that the lemma remains true if the equation
(54) 2(1-q)Pqq - P oo-5Pq=0
is used instead of eq. (53) or with eq. (23):
(55)
Solutions of eq. (55) are given by REYN [6] and TERsENoF [7].
(To be continued)
